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Summary

- Poor people and people of color – especially African-Americans – often disproportionately bear the burdens of environmental hazards.

- In responding to sea level rise, Norfolk – and many other localities in Hampton Roads – may face environmental justice concerns when determining whether to preserve or abandon certain neighborhoods.

  - Norfolk is unlikely to face legal liability regarding environmental justice issues.
  
  - Plaintiffs only presenting evidence of a neutral policy with a disparate impact on communities of color will not have a successful claim under the Equal Protection Clause, and proving racial animus in the context of city planning is incredibly difficult, if not impossible.

  - Private citizens and communities have no right, or standing, to bring a claim against a government agency receiving federal funding for not enforcing its own discriminatory effect regulations based on Section 602 of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.

  - The likelihood of the federal government, in conjunction with the City of Norfolk, to be found civilly liable under the Stafford Act is low.

  - Even though environmental justice liability risks are low, there are substantial ethical, moral, and political issues which make environmental justice a serious matter. In addition, the Environmental Protection Agency recently released Plan EJ 2014, which most notably outlines a plan to incorporate environmental justice across the agency into its rulemaking, permitting, compliance and enforcement functions.¹

Norfolk can incorporate environmental justice concerns in its adaptation strategies and emergency response plans in three ways: codifying procedures that take environmental justice concerns into account, collaborating with local citizens and community groups to come up with equitable solutions, and communicating with the local communities that are particularly affected by environmental hazards about potential solutions. Specifically, Norfolk could:

- Follow Cincinnati’s lead by enacting an environmental justice ordinance and creating the position of EJ Examiner in their planning office.

- Collaborate with community organizations that primarily serve low-income minority citizens to come up with equitable outcomes and more effective planning.

- Utilize the Norfolk Environmental Commission to foster awareness and encourage communication about environmental justice as the city prepares to address sea level rise.

Introduction

On the morning of Monday, August 29th, 2005, Hurricane Katrina, a category three storm, made landfall on the shores of Louisiana.² Nearby New Orleans was battered by intense winds and rains, and with a storm surge ranging from 10-19 feet,³ many of its levees broke, causing destructive flooding throughout the city. Though the damage was great, the city suffered even greater hardships in the ensuing weeks and months. Images of people trapped

Environmental justice is a movement emphasizing “fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”
in the Superdome, the city’s football arena, haunt our memories to this day. Likewise, the federal and state governments’ response in the wake of the disaster became an international embarrassment. Nearly eight years later, New Orleans is still suffering from the effects of this environmental justice disaster. 

The events in New Orleans provide insight for coastal Virginia, specifically the City of Norfolk, due to demographic similarities. As the chart above illustrates, Norfolk and New Orleans have significantly higher percentages of African Americans and individuals living below the poverty line than their state averages. Homeownership rates are well below state average, and both cities have a large veteran population. Norfolk and New Orleans are also particularly vulnerable to sea level rise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>New Orleans</th>
<th>Louisiana</th>
<th>Norfolk</th>
<th>Virginia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>342,829</td>
<td>4,533,372</td>
<td>242,808</td>
<td>8,001,031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent African American</td>
<td>60.2%</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
<td>43.1%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Veterans</td>
<td>18,624</td>
<td>314,677</td>
<td>27,673</td>
<td>743,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Living below Poverty Line</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeownership Rate</td>
<td>48.3%</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
<td>46.4%</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) estimates that over the next 20-50 years, the Hampton Roads area could experience up to a 1.5 foot increase in relative sea level rise. This, combined with a modest 3 foot storm surge comparable to Hurricane Irene in 2011, would leave a significant portion of Norfolk under water. As the city acts to prevent future losses from sea level rise and flooding, it should also consider the legal and policy implications surrounding environmental justice. This paper will briefly explain and analyze the legal and non-legal environmental justice issues Norfolk will face as it prepares for sea level rise. Although the paper focuses on Norfolk, other Hampton Roads localities similarly face many of the same issues. The paper concludes with a series of recommendations for incorporating environmental justice concerns into adaptation planning.

What is environmental justice?

In 1968, the Presidential Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, popularly called the Kerner Commission, produced a report seeking to understand the causes of racial unrest in American inner cities. The report concluded what civil rights leaders already knew, “our nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one white - separate and unequal.” In the South, black populations historically received de jure racial victimization through the so-called “Jim Crow” laws: laws that forbade inter-racial marriage, allowed racially-discriminatory hiring practices, and so on. These explicitly racist laws were largely repealed by Congress through passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

However, the Kerner Commission reported that blacks in Northern cities were victims of de facto discrimination, especially through facially neutral policies involving the availability of housing and education. Though not explicitly discriminatory, many
federal policies created a functionally segregated society. “Redlining,” for example, occurred when the Federal Housing Administration, which was responsible for mapping out neighborhoods, identified areas that were safe for bank investment through the issuance of mortgages, and areas that were considered “risky.” The latter were often historically-black neighborhoods. Since banks primarily invested in the “safe” neighborhoods, whites received mortgages, fled the cities for the suburbs, and left poor African-Americans behind. This, combined with the decline in social services in the inner-cities, resulted in concentrated persistent urban poverty. Despite appearing racially neutral, these kinds of government policies have had profoundly negative consequences on African-American communities.

Environmental Justice is a movement responding, in part, to this history as it attempts to address laws and policies that, on their face, appear neutral, but in practice disproportionately affect communities of color by exposing them to environmental hazards. In 1985, the Government Accounting Office produced a report analyzing hazardous waste landfills and census tract information. They found that three out of the four hazardous waste landfills in the American Southeast (EPA region four), are located in neighborhoods with residents predominately of color. A later study showed that, regardless of income, African-Americans disproportionately live near toxic waste sites. This trend extends to other kinds of environmental hazards, such as air, water and land pollution.

Hurricane Katrina, of course, was a multi-faceted environmental justice disaster. The flooding from breeched levees introduced severe bacterial contamination and toxic waste into communities, causing a public health hazard. Additionally, the wards most damaged by flooding were some of the poorest in the city, with a majority of African American residents. These communities continued, as in the past, to disproportionately bear environmental burdens imposed on them by a government that failed to maintain its levees and provide speedy emergency response plans.

Norfolk and sea level rise: the need for environmental justice.

VIMS conservatively estimates that Norfolk will experience at least 1.5 feet of sea level rise within the next 20 to 50 years. However, with the level of uncertainty in predicting the future, it could be much higher. To put this in perspective, if Norfolk experienced 1.5 feet of sea level rise and an estimated 3 feet of storm surge, the majority of the city, with its current infrastructure, would be flooded. This scenario is very likely. For example, in August of 2011, Hurricane Irene, a category-1 hurricane that only grazed Hampton Roads, produced 4 feet of storm surge. Sea level rise compounds the effects of storm surge dramatically, causing flooding, as a result of extreme weather, to be more frequent and costly.

The city of Norfolk is also likely to face environmental justice concerns as it responds to the threat of sea level rise. The city’s potential responses can generally be placed into two categories: ones which allow residents to remain in their homes, and ones which do not. The former would include actions such as constructing sea walls and drainage systems. These would be designed to keep the water out and allow people to remain comfortable and dry in their current homes. The latter would primarily involve condemnation: forcibly evicting people from their homes in order to affect a larger public policy, such as making room for hard engineering projects, or limiting liability for homes doomed to be destroyed by recurrent flooding.
Norfolk is unlike most major American cities in that a significant percentage of its population, 43%, identifies as black, and 19% of the city currently falls within the 5-year floodplain. Without any intent to discriminate, the city could nevertheless engage in facially-neutral policies that have a disproportionately negative affect on people of color. Studies have shown that in coastal communities, the most vulnerable citizens are most affected by sea level rise. As cities across the nation address the concerns of their vulnerable population, a pattern has developed. In areas of higher social vulnerability, property is more likely to be abandoned than protected; and in areas of lower social vulnerability, property is more likely to be protected than abandoned. For instance, it may make financial sense to build hard engineering projects to protect wealthier neighborhoods because they provide the most income through tax revenue; when the wealthier neighborhoods are predominately white, however, it invokes the idea that only the white communities are worth protecting. In Norfolk’s case, the city is considering condemnation projects in the Spartan Village neighborhood, a majority-black community, to address sea level rise. While these adaptation measures very likely reflect the city’s intention to protect human life and property first and foremost, and may be necessary, the potential for communities of color to be disproportionately affected is nevertheless very real.

The remainder of this paper will discuss the potential environmental justice concerns Norfolk will face as it addresses catastrophic sea level rise: does the city open itself to liability for failing to address environmental justice? And what are the political, social, and moral effects for behaving in an environmentally unjust manner?

Legal Obstacles

Though there are a variety of legal defenses, or legal measures, in place to assert claims of environmental injustice, in practice, few of them will prove successful against localities. Historically in the environmental justice context, the primary means of challenging government decisions has been through invoking the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment, or Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. Newer legislation, such as the Stafford Act, or the Post-Katrina Emergency Management Reform Act of 2007, might also impose certain obligations and obstacles to the city of Norfolk in formulating its adaptation strategies. However, these provisions are unlikely to pose legal problems for Norfolk, as environmental justice groups have had very limited success litigating their concerns.

Equal Protection Clause

Invoking the Equal Protection Clause is a popular option for environmental justice litigants; however, it has been largely unsuccessful. The argument is fairly straightforward: when a government action, such as approving a waste dump site, has a disproportionately negative affect on a community of color, in a way not experienced by white communities, the effected community claims that allowing such an action is a violation of the 14th Amendment’s guarantee that all people shall be treated equally under the law.

Courts, however, have narrowly interpreted the Equal Protection Clause with regards to racial inequalities, to only apply in cases where there is an explicit “racial animus.” That is, plaintiffs in an equal protection case against the
government need to prove that the government agency, official, or policy is explicitly targeted towards communities of color because they are communities of color. **Plaintiffs only presenting evidence of a neutral policy with a disparate impact on communities of color will not have a successful claim under the Equal Protection Clause.**

The burden on environmental justice plaintiffs in an equal protection case is often too high to be met; proving racial animus in the context of city planning is incredibly difficult, if not impossible. Unless a city official says something explicitly discriminatory on the record regarding sea level rise policy planning, Norfolk is unlikely to be threatened by equal protection claims.

**Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964**

The city is also unlikely to receive environmental justice challenges under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Section 601 of the Act reads, “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”

Environmental justice groups have historically attempted to use Title VI to impose injunctions, a legal remedy that requires a party to perform or refrain from performing an act, against entities that create environmental hazards affecting their communities. Prior to 2001, the Supreme Court held that under Section 601, plaintiffs asserting a Title VI violation must prove discriminatory intent, and that under Section 602, agencies have the right to regulate against actions that produce a discriminatory effect. This meant that plaintiffs without evidence of discriminatory intent were not barred if they could show that an environmental hazard produced a discriminatory effect in violation of an agency regulation, and that the agency failed to enforce their regulation.

However, in 2001 the **United States Supreme Court in Alexander v. Sandoval ruled that private citizens and communities have no right, or standing, to bring a claim against a government agency receiving federal funding, for not enforcing its own discriminatory effect regulations based on Section 602 of Title VI.** This ruling effectively barred environmental justice groups from filing discriminatory effect claims based on Title VI. Now, government agencies are essentially responsible for policing themselves against discriminatory effect enforcement violations, which has prompted the creation of administrative bodies, similar to the EPA’s Office of Civil Rights (OCR). The EPA’s OCR reviews hundreds of claims asserting Title VI violations, and by most accounts its review process is unsuccessful. Only one complaint was ever decided on the merits in favor of the complainant, making this a difficult avenue for environmental justice groups as well. The EPA recently released Plan EJ 2014, which most notably delineates its plan to incorporate environmental justice across the agency into its rulemaking, permitting, compliance, and enforcement functions.

Since most of Norfolk’s sea level rise adaptation strategies will likely involve some degree of federal funding, Title VI could have imposed a potential problem for the city by delaying funding and exposing the city and federal government to litigation. However, this is not a likely problem because of the **Sandoval ruling.** After **Sandoval,**
even if the city’s actions resulted in a discriminatory effect, residents affected would be legally barred from litigating the issue in court, unless they could prove the city acted with a discriminatory intent. Agencies like the EPA might, on administrative review, find that a particular proposal violates its Title VI regulations, and cities such as Norfolk should be mindful of how the EPA implements its Plan EJ 2014 going forward.44

**Stafford Act and Post-Katrina Emergency Management Reform Act of 2006**

In 1988, Congress passed the Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (“Stafford Act”).45 Amended in 2000 and again in 2006, the Act delineates the federal government’s powers and responsibilities should the President declare a state of emergency.46 It includes a clause that states: “distribution of supplies, the processing of applications, and other relief and assistance activities shall be accomplished in an equitable and impartial manner, without discrimination on the grounds of race, color, religion, nationality, sex, age, disability, English proficiency, or economic status.”47 This clause would likely not impede the city of Norfolk’s sea level rise adaptation strategies because the Stafford Act applies only to federal programs created during specific emergencies and disasters. It is unlikely that the city of Norfolk would ever be liable under the Stafford Act for an adaptation action, such as building a sea wall to protect a majority-white neighborhood in lieu of a neighborhood of color. However, if the city of Norfolk, in conjunction with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), decided to create an emergency plan for the city in case of a disaster, such a plan, under the Stafford Act, must comply with the demands of § 5151(a), or the city, and the Agency, might risk exposing themselves to civil liability, depending on their actions.

Section 5148 of the Stafford Act states: “[t]he Federal Government shall not be liable for any claim based upon the exercise or performance of or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary function or duty on the part of a Federal agency or an employee of the Federal Government in carrying out the provisions of this chapter.”48 This effectively gives the federal government immunity against any suit as long as its actions are discretionary. The majority of courts have adapted the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) two part test to determine if an action is discretionary.49

Part 1: Is the action a matter of choice for the governmental employee, meaning it is not promulgated by statute, regulation or policy?50

Part 2: Does the challenged conduct involve an element of judgment that exception was designed to shield?51

If the agency answers YES to both of the questions above, then its actions are discretionary and it is immune from liability under the Stafford Act. In 2006, when § 5151(a) was added to the Stafford Act, it implied that the act of distributing supplies, review of applications and other disaster relief activities were very discretionary and employees needed guidance as they make those decisions. However, under the two part discretionary test above, the language in § 5151(a) does not explicitly tell employees how to allocate resources or review applications and it does involve judgment calls that § 5148 was created to shield. Therefore, the likelihood that the
Federal Government, in conjunction with the City of Norfolk, would be found civilly liable under the Stafford Act is low.

The Post–Katrina Emergency Management Reform Act of 2006 (Post-Katrina Act) elevates FEMA's role within the DHS. In addition to its previous responsibilities “to build, sustain, and improve our capability to prepare for, respond to, recover from, and mitigate all hazards,” this Act added an additional responsibility to protect against hazards. The Act’s expansion of FEMA's power and responsibility did not, however, come with any added protections for people of color. However, as stated above, the Stafford Act applies in all situations where the President declares a state of emergency. Therefore, FEMA, after the Post-Katrina Act, must still abide by the Stafford Act when allocating resources.

Virginia Law

Under Virginia law, if the state or local government condemns a property, the government must pay just compensation to both the landowner and any tenants on the property. Most of Norfolk's poorer citizens are renters, as is true for all major cities. If Norfolk wishes to condemn a neighborhood as part a comprehensive plan to address sea level rise, then it must consider the cost of paying tenants as well as homeowners. If it fails to do so, the city risks being exposed to civil liability, as was the case in Pitt v. City of Portsmouth. In an attempt to redevelop the area of Fairwood Homes, which was predominately African-American, the City of Portsmouth purchased the property and proceeded to evict residents without providing relocation compensation. The residents sued the city in a class action law suit that ultimately ended up being settled out of court.

Compelling Political and Moral Obligations

Outside of the legal obligations, there are compelling political and moral obligations involved with environmental justice. Hurricane Katrina revealed how unprepared local, state and federal governments can be when responding to an environmental disaster. In the ensuing media frenzy, the world watched as journalists captured the destruction and pain on nightly news. Anderson Cooper's on-air confrontation with Louisiana Senator Mary Landrieu vocalized the anger that Americans, especially those in the Gulf region, felt toward the government's lackluster response. Cooper replied to the Senator, “I got to tell you, there are a lot of people here who are very upset, and very angry, and very frustrated. And when they hear politicians . . . thanking one another, it just, you know, it kind of cuts them the wrong way right now. Because literally there was a body on the streets of this town yesterday being eaten by rats, because this woman had been lying in the street for 48 hours. And there's not enough facilities to take her up. Do you get the anger that is out here?” Even after eight years, Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath remain a deeply shameful moment in our history.

To many, the race of the victims, in some part, explained the government’s incompetent response. This widespread perception fueled the anger of many African-American community leaders in New Orleans and throughout the nation, further damaging the relationship between the community and government. Whether true or not, a disproportionate number of those who suffered in New Orleans were poor African-
Americans, which raised social justice concerns. While Norfolk is a different city from New Orleans, as sea levels rise, a strong hurricane could flood the city, stranding many of its most vulnerable residents.

Beyond any bad press that may result, the Commonwealth of Virginia, Norfolk and all localities in the Hampton Roads region have an ethical and moral obligation to care for all their citizens regardless of race, income, or other categorical factors. And, indeed, there is no evidence that this obligation is not shared by city public officials and leaders. It is understandable that city governments, often overburdened with financial challenges, must make hard decisions that cannot please everybody – and it may also be true that safety concerns will ultimately require some communities of color to be relocated. Even so, misunderstandings and a lack of trust could arise if environmental justice concerns are not openly and squarely confronted as adaptation planning moves forward. The trust between the citizen and their government is the defining feature of a functioning democracy. Individuals understand that their government must serve the needs of the community as a whole, and may even understand being personally inconvenienced in the name of the greater good, but they still demand being treated with respect and dignity.

Looking Forward

In the past few years, several cities have implemented policies and programs that address environmental justice head on. Norfolk and other cities in Hampton Roads can follow their lead by codifying environmental justice procedures, collaborating with local environmental justice community groups to come up with equitable solutions and communicating to the local communities that are particularly affected by environmental hazards.

**Codifying:** The city of Cincinnati made history when it enacted the nation’s first environmental justice city ordinance in 2009. The purpose of the ordinance is to “provide Environmental Justice to all citizens of Cincinnati by insuring that Proposed Projects will not have a material cumulative adverse impact on the communities in which they are located.” If a project is deemed by the EJ Examiner to have an adverse effect on the health or environment of a community, it must apply for an Environmental Justice (EJ) Permit. The community is made aware of all EJ permit applications and given an opportunity to submit public responses to the EJ Examiner before a decision to either approve or reject the EJ permit is made. If the EJ Examiner approves a project’s EJ permit, the community is still able to appeal this decision to the EJ Board of Appeals which is a five person body appointed by the Mayor and approved by the City Council.

The City of Norfolk could follow Cincinnati’s lead by enacting an environmental justice ordinance and creating the position of EJ Examiner in their planning office.

**Collaborating:** The city of North Charleston, South Carolina, partnered with several local community organizations, such as the Lowcounty Alliance for Model Communities (LAMC) and the South Carolina State Ports Authority, to help create its community mitigation plan as well as revitalization plans in some of its lower income communities. By working with community groups like LAMC, the city has opened a dialogue between residents, businesses and governments that promotes compromise and mutual respect. This collaborative
effort to address environmental justice was recognized nationally by the EPA.\textsuperscript{71}

There are several community organizations that primarily serve low-income minority citizens in Norfolk such as the Eastside Community Development Corporation, Garden of Hope Community Development Corporation, and Oakmont Community Development Corporation. As the city creates its sea level rise adaptation and mitigation policy, it should collaborate with such organizations to come up with equitable outcomes and more effective planning.

- **Communicating:** In Baltimore, the city is working through its transportation department, to host community workshops dealing with Environmental Justice and Title VI in transportation planning.\textsuperscript{72} These workshops are meant to educate citizens about their rights.

Norfolk’s city commission currently appoints members of the Norfolk community to serve on the Norfolk Environmental Commission.\textsuperscript{73} The commission is charged with “monitoring and researching current environmental issues, fostering awareness, developing and promoting effective strategies, and encouraging communication.”\textsuperscript{74} This commission would be a great liaison between the city and the community on environmental justice issues that arise as the city prepares for sea level rise. Since the commission is already tasked with fostering awareness and encouraging communication, the city would not have to spend additional resources to educate its citizens on environmental justice issues and their rights.

**Conclusion**

The City of Norfolk and, indeed, all cities in Hampton Roads, have many hard decisions to make in the upcoming years. From raising financing for complicated engineering solutions to ensuring that the most vulnerable citizens are protected from coastal hazards, much must be done. While there is currently little legal risk to cities from an environmental justice challenge perspective, taking environmental justice concerns into account must be part of the solution for community safety, moral, and ethical reasons. This paper proposes three options Norfolk can take right now to begin to address environmental justice concerns, which will very likely arise given geography and demographic realities. The three options are for the city to: codify environmental justice procedures, collaborate with local environmental justice community groups to come up with equitable solutions and to communicate to the local communities that are particularly affected by environmental hazards. As the city begins to plan for its future, hopefully it will consider these options to promote equity and justice for all.
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